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The Hawk Is Dying (1973) is the sixth and most successful novel by Harry Crews, one of the slicker exponents of the tight-and-right school of recent American fiction. Like its immediate predecessor, Car, this book is not extraordinary in layering of plot or character, or a flashiness of language. What Crews excels in is the full amplification of a single idea. There is little, if any, peripheral vision. The rewards in this method are in the creation of a landscape of obsession. The story in The Hawk Is Dying involves George Gattling who owns a car upholstery shop, his sister Precious, and her son Fred who only speaks a word at a time ("cork" or "toe"), and George's hippie girlfriend, Betty. Gattling's obsession is the "manning" of a hawk; the structure of the novel revolves around the training of the bird and its final acquiescence to a human master. The book's metaphor is not rich with the finer implications of language; it is instead raw and adrenal. With this novel, and in some ways with Car, Crews has hit his stride. If this is ultimately not a great novel, it is at least a solid and provocative piece of fiction.

Wisconsin Death Trip (1973) by Michael Lesy is a stunning experiment in historical journalism. The text, originally submitted as his doctoral dissertation, consists of excerpts from the Badger State Banner, during the years 1890-1910, and also of materials taken from the town archives and personal letters. Lesy proves to be a brilliant editor; his own commentary is sparse. In the arrangement of stories—beautifully offset by over 150 photographs (from a cache of around 30,000 taken by Charles Van Schaick)—there is a remarkable record of the particular spirit of these real people. These were desperate times, as Lesy shows; violence, madness, and suicide were not at all uncommon and were not treated in the media of the day as unusual or inexplicable. The newspaper accounts, Lesy writes: "turned grief inside out; they turned murderous sorrow outward toward the eyes of a crowd that could not only comfort by it, but, by participating in it, could be immunized against it." A sample from the text of Wisconsin Death Trip:

A woman who gave her name as Wilson died in Chippewa Falls from a criminal operation performed upon herself. . . . Her brother took charge of her remains. The woman was young and pretty and visited every physician in Chippewa Falls to accomplish her object, but without success.

I believe this book is a landmark in counter-nostalgia. Read it as history, or read it simply as a novel, the subject of which is a town and a few thousand people who are not a great deal different from ourselves.

—D. L.
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GEORGE KEITHLEY teaches at California State University, Chico. His epic poem, The Donner Party, was published by Braziller in 1972. His second book, Song in a Strange Land, will be released this spring.

GREG KUZMA of Best Cellar Press and Pebble has had several small books published in the past year. A full-length book, The Buffalo Shoot, is due soon from the Basilisk Press.
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RAINER MARIE RILKE, 1875-1926, is probably Germany’s most well-known poet. Two new translations of his Duino Elegies have appeared recently: by David Young in Field (No.’s 5-9), and by A Poulin, Jr. in American Poetry Review (Sept./Oct. 1973).

IRA SADOFF has recently had his first book, Settling Down, accepted by Houghton Mifflin.

DON STAP is in the Creative Writing Program at the University of Utah. His chapbook, Kristine, was issued by Westigan Review.
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